Custom Tours
Customize your own group tour for a once in a lifetime travel adventure. Work with the team
of Travel Dream West to make your specific travel ideas a reality. Bring a group of interested individuals and we can
customize guided tours to match the participants’ interests. From photography to bird watching, rock hounding to
hiking we can create a tour that allows you to do the things you want to without the hassle of driving and planning.
Photography Tour - Do you like to photograph
unique landscapes and cities of the West? Whether
your group is experienced or just starting out, we
will make sure you’ll take some amazing photographs.
One of our guides has a degree in Photography and
will take you to exquisite sites , paying special
attention to early morning and evening hours.
Hiking and Adventure Tour - Hike the
beautiful landscapes of the Western USA in one of
our custom group tours. From easy to medium
hikes up mountains, through flower filled valleys, to
unique volcanic landscapes, along sandy shores on
the Pacific Ocean, there is no shortage of scenery. To
add a bit of excitement include such activities like
white water rafting, kayaking or horseback riding.
Bird Watching Vacation - Focus on the
birds, not on planning and driving. The team at
Travel Dream West will work with you in designing
a custom bird watching vacation tour. Bring your
binoculars, your bird identification book and
plenty of patience. Contact us now and we can
start planning your group adventure!
Historical Vacations - There is no denying
that the Western United States has fascinating
history. Whether you are particularly interested
in Native American heritage and culture, cowboy
country, or focused primarily on modern US
history, Travel Dream West can customize a tour
for you and your friends or club. Contact us and
we will be happy to work with you!
Rock Hounding - Are you a hobby rockhound or
is your mineral club looking for a unique experience?
At Travel Dream West we can customize a group tour
just for you! Dig for colorful obsidian in California, sift
for opal in Nevada, collect agates and jaspers in
Oregon, or find rare fish fossils in Wyoming. Bring
your rock pick, shovel and enthusiasm and we’ll
provide the perfect sites for rock hounding.
Fun Family Vacations - We know how much
energy it takes to travel with children. The West has
a lot to offer for families looking for that entertaining
vacation that leaves both kids and parents satisfied.
From unique children’s museums and lovely natural
parks to aquariums and amusements parks there is
always something to keep everyone busy. Do you
know more than one family wanting to go on a fun
trip together, then contact us!

